
CAMO ENGINEER (ENGINEERING SUPPORT). VILNIUS, LITHUANIA

ABOUT COMPANY:

FL Technics is a global provider of tailor-made services for aircraft maintenance, repair, and overhaul
(MRO), delivering solutions to commercial aviation customers worldwide. FL Technics is operating in a vast
network of representative offices, hangars, and shop facilities, as well as largest independent line
maintenance stations network across Europe, Asia Pacific, Africa, Middle East, and Canada.

FL Technics is a family member of Avia Solutions Group, leaders in end-to-end capacity solutions for
passenger and cargo airlines worldwide. The Group manages over 100 offices and production facilities
globally and is significantly backed by the assets of over 9,000 highly skilled aviation professionals, serving
more than 2,000 clients throughout Europe, Asia, North America, Australia, and worldwide and still
counting.

For this purpose we are looking for our location: 

YOUR TASKS:

Participate in process of analysis of AD’s (Airframe, Appliances, Engines and APU),SB’s, STC’s,
MOD’s;
Analyze DFP’s after AC, Engine’s, APU maintenance
Update and manage Maintenance information system;
Carry out Shop Reports Analysis (incl. BtB, LLP, QEC etc) –Engines, APU, Landing Gears;
Prepare and manage LG’s LLP’s lists;
Prepare and manage Engines’ and APU LLP’s lists;
Prepare and manage AC Avionics list;
Prepare and manage AC Software list
Prepare Engineering Orders;
Monitor that all information received from customer would be timely analysed and answer provided;
Perform troubleshooting analysis and recommendations on customer requests;
Search and prepare solutions from the Aircraft and systems manufacturers;
Regulation review and assessment;
Aircraft delivery/re-delivery services;
Process improvement and analysis;
Control of the airworthiness standards in accordance with legal and company requirements;

WHAT YOU SHOULD BRING:

At least Bachelor’s degree in aviation/Aerospace engineering;
Maintenance or engineering experience not less than 1 year;
Ability to analyze data;
Familiarity with manufacturing and design environments;



Good maintenance manuals understanding and usage skills;
Good communication and writing skills in English language;
Good computer office programs usage skills;
Strong sense of ownership and responsibility;
Ability to work independently and as a member of a team;
OASES Maintenance information system knowledge (advantage);
AMOS Maintenance information system knowledge (advantage);
Training on A320 and B737 AC types (advantage);
EASA regulation knowledge and understanding Maintenance or engineering experience (advantage)

OUR ATTRACTIVENESS:

Exclusive experience in the aviation business industry;
Flexible working hours;
Work from anywhere for up to one month a year;
Additional private health & accidents insurance;
Discount system of partnering companies;
Internal training and courses;
Free in-house gym and other sports activities

READY?
We look forward to receiving your documents!

Salary: from 1700 € to 4200 € (brutto)

FL Technics is a global provider of aircraft maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) services. The
Company specializes in base & line maintenance, spare parts & component support, engine, APU & LG
management, full aircraft engineering, and technical training. FL Technics is an EASA Part-145, Part-
M, Part-147, Part-21 as well as FAA-145 certified company with hangars in Lithuania, Indonesia and
China as well as line station around the world.


